Throughout this paper G denotes a compact abelian Hausdorff topological group and X denotes its (discrete) dual group. Both are written multiplicatively with identities e and 1 respectively.
We write (L V (G) , || H,) for the Lebesgue space derived from the normalised Haar measure on G and (C(G), || WJ) for the space of (complex-valued) functions continuous on G with the supremum norm. However for A Q X and counting measure on A we denote the Lebesgue spaces (I*(A), \\ \\ p ) and use c o (A) for the subset of Γ(A) of functions tending to zero at infinity.
If A and B are sets we write B A for the set of all functions from A to B) if f e B Λ and C Q A (c is reserved for strict inclusion) we write / I C for the restriction of / to C; ξ A is the characteristic function of A; %(A) denotes the set of all finite subsets of A; ^(A) denotes the power set of A; v(A) is the cardinality of A; and we write • for the empty set.
The sets of complex numbers, real numbers, integers and natural numbers will be written (£, 9ϊ, 3, & n( ϊ 31 respectively and we write X for the topological group of unimodular complex numbers. If c e (£, c denotes the constant function with value c, whose domain will be clear from the context.
For A Q X, φ 6 & and A Q & we write φA for {φψ: ψ e A}. We denote the Fourier transform of fe L\G) by /. If E is a Banach space we write E' for its dual. Let A(G) = {/ e C(G):fe l\X)} be normed by ||/|U = ll/lli an d set the space of pseudomeasures on G, (PM(G), || || PJf ), equal to A(G)' so that it contains (M(G), || ||), the space of measures on G. For π e PM{G) we write ft for its Fourier transform and spπ for its spectrum, i.e. {X e X: π(χ) Φ 0}. If E £ PM (G) and A Q X we let E Δ = {π e E: spπ £ A} and call its members J-spectral pseudomeasures. We also write E~ for {ft: π e E). 255 
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The set of trigonometric polynomials on G will be denoted T (G) . A subset Δ of X is called (i) a Sidon set iff sup{Σ*β 4 |?(χ)|:ίeΓ,(G) and ||ί|L ^ 1} < «>, and (ii) a Λ(p) set, for 0 < p < oo (written Δ e Λ(p)) iff for some r with 0 < r < p, L%G) = L2(G) The reader is referred to [2] for an exposition of Sidon and Λ(p) and say Δ is "FΓ-Sidon iff this is finite. Set
Evidently || W\\ ά equals the least constant for which, whenever
The letter W is used to suggest a weight function and W-Sidon sets should not be confused with p-Sidon sets ( [4] ) or F-Sidon sets ( [13] ).
1.1. Taking χeΔ as t above we see || TΓJL ^ || W\\ ά . So Δ is Sidon iff 2S(z/) = Γ(J) and the Sidon constant of Δ equals || l\\ ά . Proof. Suppose that G t is the dual of X t for i e {1, 2} and define an equivalence relation a on G x by (x, y)ea iff χ(x) = χ(y) for all χeXi. Writing A for {xeG.'.χix) = 1 for all χeXJ, the kernel of α, A is a closed subgroup of (?! and G x /A is isomorphic to G 2 by [10], 2.1.
For any
For ί e T Δ {G 2 ) define ί* e T Δ (GJA) by
By definition of a, the map /S: ^(Ga) -T Δ (GJA) given by /5(ί) = ί* is well defined. It is easily seen to be a vector space isomorphism, [| ll^-isometric and to satisfy χ) = Hi) for all te T Δ {G 2 )
Consequently sup IΣ i ^ω%) I: ί € Γ,(G 2 ) with || ί | = sup JΣ I TΓ(χ)fi(χ) |: « e T Λ (GJA) with || tt |L â nd the conclusion follows.
1.4. To see how TΓ-Sidon sets are affected by group operations on X we extend 1.3 as follows. If φ is a function from one discrete abelian group X^ to another, X % , (with duals G t ) it induces a map 0* from T(GJ to Γ(G 2 ) by When φ* is || lU-isometric, ^ is injective so given Δ Q X and We (S J there is a map W^ e E> defined by
Proof. Now 0* maps T^Gy onto T φ{Δ) {G 2 ) and whenever te T Δ (Gd and Ze J, Consequently, using 1.3 A premature glance at 3.3 now shows, together with 1.5(i) , that 3B(z/) = l\Δ) and 2S(χ 0^) = l\χ Q A). Thus J is PΓ-Sidon yet χ 0 A is not TF-Sidon (taking restrictions for granted).
Since 3 is a vector space morphism, ker § is a subspace of i£. This subspace is closed since if π e E and {π n : ne%l} Q ker δ with || 7Γ -πJU -0 then \\π -π^lU^O hence π \ A = 0.
Thus ϋZ/ker δ is a Banach space under the quotient norm. Equivalently, E~ \ A is a Banach space with norm || 0 || δ = inf {|| π \\ E : π e E and it | z/ = φ) .
Evidently for all π e E, (See also 3.7.) If E is a Banach subalgebra of PM(G) (not necessarily with identity) then so too is E~\Δ.
When considering E' rather than E we write δ' in place of 8.
1.7. Our dependence on zf-spectral functions makes the following result useful. Refer to [7] , Chapter 1, (2.10) for the definition of a homogeneous Banach space on G, replacing % there by G.
Suppose E is a homogeneous Banach space on G and E' is the dual of E under a pairing </, ψ) (for feE and ψ e E'). If feE' and χ e X Π E then the Fourier coefficient is defined to be and satisfies | f (χ) \^\\f \\ E > \\ χ \\ E . [8] , p. 93). Now |^(χ)| ^ H^IU' whenever feE ' and χe A thus by 1.6 it remains to show that (#j) 0 = ker 3'. If ψ e (E Δ )° then ψ(χ) = 0 for all χ e A hence (χ, ψ) = 0 so that ψ \ A -0 whence ψ e ker S'. Conversely if ψ(X) = 0 for all XeA then ψ(t) = 0 for all έespan(J). But span(J) is dense in E Δ (by the method of [7] , Chapter 1, (2.12)) hence ψ(f) = 0 whenever / e E Δ , whence ψ e (E Δ )\ Consequently (E Δ )' is isomorphic to {E'y \ A under J followed by the Fourier transform lifted to E'/kerδ'. 
Proof, (i) and (ii) follow immediately from 1.7. 
In (i) and (iii) above it suffices to take Δ = X to see the 
all φ e l°°(Δ) there exists μ e M(G) with μ | Δ = Tf( v ) for all φec o (Δ) there exists feU(G) with f\Δ -Wφ and
(
ii) => (iii) is obvious because C Δ (G) Q L^(G).
(iii) => (iv). By hypothesis the map fv-*Wf\Δ from C Δ (G) to l\Δ) is linear and bounded by /c. Let K: l°°(Δ)-^M(Gy \Δ denote the canonical isomorphism of 1.8(ii) composed with the adjoint of this map-evidently \\K\\ ^ tc. For χe Δ, (viii) and (v)=>(ix) are obvious. Since the converses fall into similar pairs we show only one of each.
(vii) => (iii). In the following lemma take A to be l\A) with a the canonical injection, B to be C Δ {G) with βf -Wf\A and C to be & with the product topology. Now (vii) ensures β(B) Q a(A) £ C so by 1.11 to follow, there is a constant K such that for all/eCj(G), there is φ e l\A) with Wf \ A -φ and 11 ^ |\, ^ /c 11 /1U. That is, (iii) holds.
(ix) ==> (v). In the following lemma take A to be L\G) with a(f) = f\A,B to be c Q (A) with /S(0) = ^ and C to be © J with the product topology. Now (ix) assures us that the hypotheses of 1.11 hold and hence (v) results. Since C is Hausdorff, {0} is closed in C and since a is continuous 0 = a'^O}) is closed in A. Thus A is again a Banach space and a induces a continuous injection ά:
Define 7: B-+Ά by 7(6) = a~ιoβ{b), for beB. By hypothesis 7 is well defined-it clearly suffices to show it is bounded. Evidently 7 is linear, so it remains to show it has a closed graph. If b n ->0 in B and 7(6J -> a in A then β(b n ) -> /9(0) = 0 in C. Thus, since a is also continuous and linear,
Finally by injectivity of a, a = 0.
1.12. We shall also use this lemma in another direction. (iii) Again, W is never zero so we may apply 1.12 taking A = C(G), B = Γ(z/), α(/) = /1 J, /3 the canonical injection and ψ = W~\ As in (ii) we deduce that Δ is Sidon.
(iv) Apply the same method as (iii). 2. Thick TF-Sidon sets* 2.0. To find TF-Sidon sets which are not Sidon it suffices, by 1.2, to take A £ X not Sidon and then choose Wel 2 (A) (such Δ exist since infinite subgroups are not Sidon). It is the purpose of this section to exhibit non-Sidon sets Δ which are TF-Sidon for some Wί l\Δ). These sets are in the dual of the circle group and are not even Λ((l).
The proof relies on Riesz products and therefore requires a sort of independence condition on Δ. 
It is easy to see that A straightforward induction, relying heavily on 2.1(ii), completes the argument. THEOREM 
There is a subset A of $ which is W-Sidon for some Wel°°(A)\l 2 (A) yet which is not A(ϊ).
Proof. Take ra 0 Φ 0 and let A Q = {±m 0 }. Supposing A o , --Ά n have been defined so as to satisfy the hypotheses of 2.1, let me9ϊ be the supremum of the finite set U {ε<A + + ε n A n : e t e {0, 1, 2} with at most one e< = 2} . Now if n = 0 set Λ = {±(m + 1)} and if n ^ 1 take
Since J w+1 + ^ί w+1 is also disjoint from the finite set above, it is disjoint from U \ε 0 A Q + + ε n A n : e< e {0, 1} with Σ ε, ^ li .
Consequently 2.1 shows A ~ \J {A n : n 6 51} is W-Sidon where so W$l\A). By construction A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions hence it is not Λ(l) by [9] , (4.1). 2.4. Using multiplier notation from 4.2, by 3.3 to follow,
l\A) = (C Δ (G\ A Δ {G))
whenever A is a subgroup of X. If z/CX, ParsevaΓs identity shows
l\A) Q (C Δ (G), A Δ (G)) .
To find A for which this inclusion is strict it suffices to take A an infinite Sidon set so that 1 e (C Δ (G\ A Δ {G))\l\A). However 2.3 provides examples of non-Sidon sets A in Q for which the strict inclusion holds. It also indicates the impossibility of extending [1] , Theorem 1 to arbitrary subsets of X. Proof. Obviously Γ(A) Q 2B(z/) by 1.2. If We 2B(Λ) then by 1.3 we may suppose A = X. Now by l.lθ(iii) and [1] , 2.1(a), it follows that Wel\A).
This completes the proof. Obviously the algebraic operations on these spaces coincide and if μeM(G), for all te T Δ {G) with p|L ^ 1,
Thus Wμ I Δ G 2δ(J) which, by 3.1, is consequently an ideal in M(GY I Δ which is improper iff A is Sidon.
NOTE. By 3.3, 2B(J) need not be closed in M{GT \ Δ.
As algebras, for J g l ,
Each is endowed with a norm-they are || || 2 , || ||j, \\ \\ δ and H-K^ respectively. When Δ is a subgroup of X, || || 2 and || ||j are actually equivalent (by 3. This shows why, in 1.0, we kept the modulus signs inside the sum.
We now consider when pairs of these norms are equivalent.
THEOREM 3.7. For Δ Q X these are equivalent: (ii) Considering C Δ {GT \ Δ as a sequence space, SS(J) is its α-dual (see [8] , § 30). However 3.3 shows that C A {G)~ \ Δ is not, in general, a perfect sequence space. In this context it is natural to consider the trigonometric series Σzej W(χ)μ(χ)χ for μeM Δ (G) (see for instance 1.15.) To ensure such objects make sense we define, for Δ Q X,
When φ is fixed we shall use the single variable notation T φ even for its restriction to some subset of PM Δ (G) .
If φ e l°°(Δ) let π φ e PM Δ (G) be given bŷ (ii) Results (i) and (ii) above combine to show that trivial TΓ-Sidon sets are precisely the TΓ-Sidon sets for which (4.8.1) holds when pe [1, 2] .
Results (iii) and (iv) do not interlock in this way but show, thanks to 4.7(v) , that when pe (2, oo), (4.8.1) ( Proof. Theorem 1.12 as used in 1.14 makes short work of these.
4.10. So far we have discussed the behaviour of T w π when π is a zί-spectral measure of ZAfunction and A is TF-Sidon. Immediately from l.lθ(viii) we have: Δ is TΓ-Sidon iff WPM Δ (GY\ A C Λf(G)Ί Δ. From 1.14(i) this inclusion is proper whenever A is not Sidon.
Evidently (Z) such that g(n) = n~a for w ^ 0. If a ;> 1 then the map w i-> n~a belongs to Z 2 (3\{0}) hence there is g e L 2 (Z) with g(n) = w~α whenever n Φ Q.
In either case, substitution into (4.11.1) yields
ΣlίWn-'Kas required.
NOTES. (i) In [12] we show the converse of this theorem to be false.
(ii) The sum Σn*o I n~aF(n) \ was first considered by Hardy and Little wood in [5] . Their results imply that it is finite whenever a > 1/2 and may be infinite otherwise, when Fe Π {L p (Xy: 1 <^ p < co}.
The information this gives about W is:
COROLLARY. 4.14. It might be hoped that a tight necessary condition for W to belong to 2δ(J) follows from 4.12 by eliminating μ somehow to give a purely combinatorial property. However the zί-spectral measures compensate for variations in the thickness of Δ, so we turn to other means for this.
If We
Refer to [3] Proof. This is a routine modification of [3] , 3.2 for which details appear in [11] . (ii). For q -oo the result above is overshadowed by the note to 4.6.
The results of this paper appear in [11] . The author is deeply indebted to his supervisor, Professor R. E. Edwards, for his suggestions and encouragement. He is also grateful to Dr. J. R. McMullen for a correction to 1.7 and to the referee for several improvements.
